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Notes to Parents 
 

 
This book assumes that either the child has completed Learn to Read, Write 
and Spell Book 6 or that they understand the following sounds and can easily 
read the passages printed underneath. 
 
Sounds 
igh sound as in knight; multiple ou—ou as in found, oo as in soup, u as in 
touch, o as in shoulder; multiple ow sound—long o as in grow; ow as in cow; 
multiple au—short o as in Australia, aw as in autumn; multiple ew sound—oo 
as in crew, ew as in stew; gn as in sign.  
 

Reading Passage 
The grey wolf stalked his prey into the valley.  There were 
many monkeys in the trees. They screeched at the grey 
wolf but he ignored them. The monkeys had not been 
deceived by him. 
 
His prey was an old donkey. The donkey grazed unaware 
of the wolf’s presence. The wolf crept closer and closer. 
Then, as he prepared to spring, a man came up. He spoke 
in a quiet voice to the donkey and led him to the stable. 
The donkey was safe.  
 
If your child does not know all the sounds or is unable to read the passages 
use Learn to Read, Write and Spell  5 and 6  before beginning Successful 
Spelling 3 or test with Test Your Spelling and English 2. 
 
The spelling words in this book have been grouped together in “families” to 
make it easier for the child to learn and to reinforce the phonics sounds 
already learnt. Each unit is designed as a week’s work, however if your child 
can already spell the words, you can move on more quickly. Alternatively if 
your child finds one unit too much, you can complete it over a two week 
period. It is important that the child completes all the exercises so that he/she 
understands not only how to spell a word but when to use it. 
 
Each day the child should:  
 

A. Look at the list words. 
 

B. Say the word. 
 

C.  Sound the word, e.g.,  th…. at    says that;   sh…..ip says ship. 
 

D.  Read them again —this is part of the process of sounding them.  
 

E.  Write them. 
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Never use the method where the child looks at the word, says the word and 
then covers and writes it. This method is rarely successful. Too often children 
spell the word incorrectly time and time again. Spelling is never a guessing 
game. 
 
It is essential that children learn to spell well.  To do so they must have 
mastered the phonics sounds and have a logical spelling programme that 
reinforces the sounds that they have learnt. Without either of these tools a 
child will struggle all their adult life. Spelling checkers on computers are useful 
tools, but they are simply that. They will only pick up some of the mistakes.  For 
example: I will knot come home with you today. In this context “knot” is spelt 
incorrectly. The word “not” should have been used. The spelling checker 
would not pick up the mistake because the word “knot”  is a word and it was 
spelt correctly. 
 
Parents should read the instructions with the child and make sure they 
understand what to do. Some of the concepts that the child will deal with are 
complex and the wording of the instructions have been simplified for them.  
 
Revision has been included every fifth unit along with simple dictation. The 
dictation is optional.  
 
Rules are reinforced along with the exercises. Children need both practice 
and repetition in rules before they become automatic. 
 
Test spelling words at the end of each week. Add any mis-spelt words to the 
next spelling list. Make sure that the child understands the meanings of all 
words, e.g., tax money taken by the Government to help run the country.  
 
Some exercises have been provided which help children understand 
definitions. The most common definition hasn’t always been chosen to 
enable a child to understand that sometimes a word has more than one 
meaning. “The Macquarie Junior Dictionary”, Third Edition,  published by 
Jacaranda Press was used for these definitions. Make sure you use a Primary 
School Dictionary with your child and not one intended for an adult. 
 
There will eventually be eleven books in the series. Spelling will progress 
logically from year to year  and spelling rules will be included where 
appropriate. These books will also extend the student’s vocabulary and help 
him know where to use the word appropriately. 
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Unit 1    a says ah    as in father 
 
Say the word. Sound the word. Say the word. Write the 
word three times each day. Make sure you know the 
meaning of each word. 

 
calm          cask                     caste             castle           false 

falter          fasten                   half                halter           lasting 

nasty         passable              past               pastor 

 
A.  Rule: the ah sound of the a, e.g., father, is usually followed by two 

consonants. Underline the two consonants that follow the ah sound 
in the words below. Be careful, some words do not have the ah 
sound. 

 
1.  caste                         2.  wake                      3.  nasty 
 
4. falter                         5.  half                         6.  squash 
 
7. ant                            8.  castle                     9.  pastor 
 

 

B.  Add “ed” to the end of the following list words to change them to 
the past tense. 

 
 

1.  falter            _____________                     2.  calm        _____________ 
 
3.  fasten          _____________ 
 

C.  A suffix is a word or syllable added at the end of the word to 
change or add to its meaning, e.g., forget ful. ful is the suffix. 
Some list words already have suffixes. Remove the suffix to make 
a base word. 

 
 

1.  lasting         ____________        2.  fasten      ____________ 
 
3.  halter          ____________        4.  passable ____________ 
 

D.  How many new words can you make from the word “castle?” 
I found ten. 
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E.  Rule: Most words that end in f or fe drop the f or fe and add ves to 
make the word plural, e.g., leaf becomes leaves. Change the list 
word below to a plural. 

 
 

half            ____________ 
 

F.  Choose a list word to match each definition below. 
 
 

1.  untrue, incorrect                                     ______________ 
 
2. leader of a church                                ______________ 
 
3. rope or strap around a 
      horse’s head                                           ______________ 
 
4. a barrel to hold wine or water             ______________ 
 
5. a social division within society, 
      e.g., Hindu religion                                 ______________ 
 
6.  quiet and still                                           ______________ 

 
G.  Use a list word to complete each sentence below. 
 
 

1. The track through the mountains was  ____________ 
only in summer. 

 
2. Medicine often tastes  ______________. 
 
3. She did not ______________ as she walked across the stage to 

receive her Diploma. 
 
4. You may have ______________ your lollies now and the rest after 

dinner. 
 
5. ______________ your hair back so you can see, please. 
 
6. Making a ______________ statement to police can lead 

to time in gaol. 
 
7.  There was little wind so the sea was very ______________. 
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Unit 2    c that says k    as in cat 
 
Say the word. Sound the word. Say the word. Write 
the word three times each day. Make sure you know 
the meaning of each word. 
 

accept            agriculture   camera         case                     climate 

close                collect          common      consider               contain 

crave                electric         fact                manufacture      picnic 
 

 

Rule: both c and k say the k sound. We use c before a, o and u, e.g., 
cat, cot, cup. We use k before e and i, e.g., kitten, kettle.  
 
A.  Underline the vowel that follows the c in the words below. 
 

1. common                           2.  electric                         3.  picnic 
 
4. climate                              5.  agriculture                    6.  crave 
 

 

B.  Use your dictionary to find the meaning of the words below. Write 
the meaning. If there is more than one meaning, write all the 
meanings. 

 
 

1.  crave:  _____________________________________________________ 
 
2.  manufacture:  ______________________________________________ 
 
3.  fact:  _______________________________________________________ 
 
4.  climate:  ____________________________________________________ 
 

      _____________________________________________________________ 
 
5.  close:  ______________________________________________________ 
 

C.  Add “ed” and “ing” to these words to make new words. 
 
 

1.  consider             ______________            ______________ 
 
2.  contain              ______________            ______________ 
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D.  Word Building: often words are related to other words. By changing 
the word slightly we change the way it is used in a sentence, e.g., 
fame (noun), famous (adjective). Fill in each space below and 
learn the new words. Your dictionary will help you. 

 
           noun                 adjective                     verb                 adverb 
 

1.  ____________            ______________        collect 
 
2.  agriculture              ______________ 
 
3.  manufacture                                           ____________ 
 
4.  _____________          ______________        consider             ___________ 
 
                                      ______________ 
 
5.  _____________          ______________        accept 
 
6.  _____________         electric                     ____________       ___________ 

 
 

E.  What am I? Hint all the words come from your word list. 
 

1. I am a meal eaten in the open 
     air away from home.                             ______________ 
 
2. I am a device for taking  
     photographs.                                          ______________ 
 
3. I am ordinary.                                         ______________ 
 
4.  I am the facts or arguments used  
     to support something.                           ______________ 
 

F.  Which list words contain smaller words that have these meanings? 
 
 

1. an officer on a ship          ______________ 
 
2.  customs and traditions          ______________ 
 
3.  to talk or behave madly        ______________ 
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Answers Successful Spelling 4 
Page 4 Unit 1 
A.  Ah sound 
     1.  caste                  3.  nasty 
     4.  falter                   5.  half 
     8. castle                  9. pastor 
B.  Add “ed” 
     1.  faltered    2.  calmed            3.  fastened 
C. Base word 
     1.  last  2.  fast         3.  halt         4.  pass 
D.  New words 
     Any order: cat, sat, let, set, cast, least, 

case, steal, slat, lace, stale, eat, east, teal. 
 
Page 5 
E.  Plurals ending in f 
     halves 
F. Definition 
     1.  false   2.  pastor 3.  halter      4.  cask 
     5.  caste        6.  calm 
G. Complete sentences 
     1.  passable            2.  nasty      3.  falter 
     4.  half                     5.  Fasten    6.  false 
     7.  calm 
 
Page 6 Unit 2 
A.  Underline vowel following c 
     1.  common  2.  electric 
     3.  picnic                 4.  climate 
     5.  agriculture         6.  crave 
 
B.  Definitions 
     1.  to desire something strongly 
     2.  to make things with machines 
     3.  something that is true or certain 

4.  the normal weather conditions in a 
particular area as observed over a long 
period of time 

5.  to shut; to end or finish 
 
C. Add “ed” and “ing” 
     1.  considered        considering 
     2.  contained          containing 
 
Page 7 
D.  Word Building 
     1.  collection (n)     collective (adj.) 
     2.  agricultural (adj.) 
     3.  manufacturer (v) 
     4.  consideration (n)    considerable (adj) 
          considerate (adj)    considerably (adv) 
     5.  acceptance (n)      acceptable (adj.) 
     6.  electricity (n) electrify (v)  
          electrically (adv) 
 
E.  What am I? 
     1.  picnic                 2.  camera 
     3.  common            4.  case 

F.  List words for smaller words 
     1.  climate     2.  agriculture       3.  crave 
 
Page 8 Unit 3 
A.  Rule 
     1.  nice 2.  certain   3.  fancy     4.  medicine 
     5.  special               6.  grocer 
B.  Synonym 
1.  cease    2.  parcel   3.  decide   4.  fancy 
 
C.  Definitions 
     1.  nice   2.  centre    3.  rice      4.  excellent 
 
Page 9 
D.  Write a sentence 
Parent to check. 
E.  Word Building 
     1.  certainly (adv) 
     2.  decided (adj.)  decidedly (adv) 
     3.  different (adj)    differ(v) 
           differently (adv) 
     4.  excellence (n)   excel (v) 
     5.  central (adj) 
     6.  specialist or speciality (n) 
          specialise (v)     specially (adv) 
F.  Antonym 
     1.  cease       2.  certain   3.  difference 
     4.  nice           5.  excellent 
 
Page 10 Unit 4 
A.  Rule 
     1.  margin     2.  page                3.  gingerly 
     4.  gently       5.  gigantic           6.  large  
B.  Base Words 
     1.  danger     2.  gentle               3.  manage 
     4.  marry 
C. Definition 
     1.  gingerly    2.  generate           3.  margin 

4.  strange 
 
Page 11 
D.  Synonym 
     Any order 
     1.  gigantic, large  2.  gently, gingerly 
E.  Sentences 
     Parent to check. 
F.  Word Puzzle 
     1.  age           2.  page      3.  large 
     4.  strange     5.  engine 
G.  Adverbs 
     1.  gently       2.  gingerly  3.  gigantically 
4.  strangely    5.  largely        6.  marginally 
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Answers Successful Spelling 4 
Page 4 Unit 1 
A.  Ah sound 
     1.  caste                  3.  nasty 
     4.  falter                   5.  half 
     8. castle                  9. pastor 
B.  Add “ed” 
     1.  faltered    2.  calmed            3.  fastened 
C. Base word 
     1.  last  2.  fast         3.  halt         4.  pass 
D.  New words 
     Any order: cat, sat, let, set, cast, least, 

case, steal, slat, lace, stale, eat, east, teal. 
 
Page 5 
E.  Plurals ending in f 
     halves 
F. Definition 
     1.  false   2.  pastor 3.  halter      4.  cask 
     5.  caste        6.  calm 
G. Complete sentences 
     1.  passable            2.  nasty      3.  falter 
     4.  half                     5.  Fasten    6.  false 
     7.  calm 
 
Page 6 Unit 2 
A.  Underline vowel following c 
     1.  common  2.  electric 
     3.  picnic                 4.  climate 
     5.  agriculture         6.  crave 
 
B.  Definitions 
     1.  to desire something strongly 
     2.  to make things with machines 
     3.  something that is true or certain 

4.  the normal weather conditions in a 
particular area as observed over a long 
period of time 

5.  to shut; to end or finish 
 
C. Add “ed” and “ing” 
     1.  considered        considering 
     2.  contained          containing 
 
Page 7 
D.  Word Building 
     1.  collection (n)     collective (adj.) 
     2.  agricultural (adj.) 
     3.  manufacturer (v) 
     4.  consideration (n)    considerable (adj) 
          considerate (adj)    considerably (adv) 
     5.  acceptance (n)      acceptable (adj.) 
     6.  electricity (n) electrify (v)  
          electrically (adv) 
 
E.  What am I? 
     1.  picnic                 2.  camera 
     3.  common            4.  case 

F.  List words for smaller words 
     1.  climate     2.  agriculture       3.  crave 
 
Page 8 Unit 3 
A.  Rule 
     1.  nice 2.  certain   3.  fancy     4.  medicine 
     5.  special               6.  grocer 
B.  Synonym 
1.  cease    2.  parcel   3.  decide   4.  fancy 
 
C.  Definitions 
     1.  nice   2.  centre    3.  rice      4.  excellent 
 
Page 9 
D.  Write a sentence 
Parent to check. 
E.  Word Building 
     1.  certainly (adv) 
     2.  decided (adj.)  decidedly (adv) 
     3.  different (adj)    differ(v) 
           differently (adv) 
     4.  excellence (n)   excel (v) 
     5.  central (adj) 
     6.  specialist or speciality (n) 
          specialise (v)     specially (adv) 
F.  Antonym 
     1.  cease       2.  certain   3.  difference 
     4.  nice           5.  excellent 
 
Page 10 Unit 4 
A.  Rule 
     1.  margin     2.  page                3.  gingerly 
     4.  gently       5.  gigantic           6.  large  
B.  Base Words 
     1.  danger     2.  gentle               3.  manage 
     4.  marry 
C. Definition 
     1.  gingerly    2.  generate           3.  margin 

4.  strange 
 
Page 11 
D.  Synonym 
     Any order 
     1.  gigantic, large  2.  gently, gingerly 
E.  Sentences 
     Parent to check. 
F.  Word Puzzle 
     1.  age           2.  page      3.  large 
     4.  strange     5.  engine 
G.  Adverbs 
     1.  gently       2.  gingerly  3.  gigantically 
4.  strangely    5.  largely        6.  marginally 
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